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cessary as iron is to our own bodies. Indeed, the blood of 
man and of the higher animals appears never to be without 
traces of copper as well as iron. 

Water, as we have seen, is a universal solvent, !lnd the 
matters which it may bring and deposit in the fissures of the 
earth are very curious. There is scarcely a spar or an ore to 
be met with in the stratified rocks that is not also found in 
s ome of these veinstones, which are often very heterogene
ous in composition. In some veins we find the elements of 
limestone or of granite, and these often include the gems, 
such as amethyst. topaz, garnet, hyacinth. emerald, and sap
phire; while others abound in native metals, or in metallic 
oxides or sulphides. The nature of the materials thus depos
ited depends very much on conditions of temperature and of 
pre�sure, which afiect the solvent power of the liquid, and 
still more upon the nature of the adjacent rocks and of the 
waters permeating them. 

We are apt in explaining the appearances of the earth's 
crust to refer the formation of ore beds and veins to some 
distant and remote period when conditions very unlike the 
present prevailed, when great convulsions took place and 
mysterious forces wer8 at work. Yet the same chemical and 
physical laws are now, as then, at work; in one part dissolv
ing the iron from the sediments and forming ore beds, in an
ot.her separating the rarer metals from the ocean's waters, 
while in still other regions the consolidated and formed secli
m8nts are permeated by hflatnd waters, to whic�h tlwy give up 
their metallic matters, to be subsequently deposited in veins. 
These forceH Itre always in opcration, re.arrunging I;he chaotic 
admixtuffl of elements whidL results fl'ol11 the constant 
ehange and decay around us. The laws which the First 
Great Cause imposed upon this material universe on the first 
day arc still irresistibly at work fashioning itR present order. 
Ono great design and purpose is seen to bind in necessary 
harmony the operations of the minf.lral with those of the veg
etable and animal worlds, and to make all of these contrib
ute to that terrestrial circulation which maintains the life of 
our mother earth. 

- .-. .  

PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH A HYDROGEN FLAME. 

Phenomena of much interest, and possibly of future use
fulness, are associated with the combustion of ordinary hy. 
drogen. 

1. To study these phenomena free from disturbing causes, 
three thipgs shOUld be attended to, although the effects to be 
described can be obtained without any special precaution. 
(1) The gas must be stored and purified in the ordinary way 
namely, by pa�iog into a glass holder through a solution of 
potash, and then through a solution of perchloride of mercu 
ry or nitrate of silver. (2) From the holder, the gas must be 
led through red or black india rubber tubing to a p latinum 
or, better, a steatite jet. (3) And then the gas should be 
llUl'l1t in a perfectly dark room, and amid calm and dustless 
o.ir. 

2. In this way, the flame gives a faint reddish brown color, 
invisible in bright daylight. Issuing from a narrow jet in 
a dark room, a stream of luminosity, more than six times the 
length of the flame, is seen to stretch upwards from the 
burning hydrogen. This weird appearance is probably caused 
hy the swifter flow of the particles of gas in the center of the 
tube. The central particles as t.hey shoot upward are pro 
tected awhile by their neighbors; metaphorically they are 
hindered from entering the fiery ordeal which dooms them 
finally to a watery grave. Dr. Tyndall has shown that the 
radiation from burning hydrogen is hugely ultra-red, and 
moreover, that it has not the quality of the radiation from an 
elementary body like hydrogen, but practically is found to 
be the radiation from molecules of incaLdescent steam. So 
that, except at its base a hydrogen flame is a hollow stream of 
glowing water raised to a prodigious heat. 

3. Bringing the flame into contact with solid bodies, in 
many cases phosphorescent effects are produced. Thus, al· 
lowing the flame to play for a moment on sand paper and 
then promptly extinguishing the gas, a vi vid green phosphor
escence remains for some seconds. The appe:uance is a 
beautiful one, as a luminous and perfect section of the hol
low flame is depicted. Similar phosphorescence is produced 
IJY the flame on white writing paper, or on marble, or chalk, 
or granite, or gypsum, etc. But no such effect is produced 
by coal gas, or olefiant or marsh gas. It is evidently a ques
tion of temperature,as oxygen driven through cool gas shows 
the phosphorescence well. 

Fdl' exceeding in generality the effect just noticed is a 
really magnificent blue image of the flame 1,hat HtartR up on 
almost every substance with which the flame is brought 
into contact. I have already drawn attention to this effect 
in the Philosophical Magazine for November, 1865, and the 
Rame effect has more recently formed the subject of a me 
moil', presented to M. Wurtz, of the Paris Academy of 
Sciences, the author of that paper evidently being unaware 
that the subject had already been investigated by myself. 

The appearance is as follows: When the hydrogen flame 
is brought either vertically or sideways, say upon a white 
!llate or a block of marble, there instantly appears a deep 
blue and glowing impression of the exact size and shape of 
the hollow flame. The moment the gas is extinguished, or 
the flame removed to the slightest distance from the solid, 
the effect as instantly ceases. If the flame be brought suc· 
cessively to the same spot on the solid, the effect grows 
fainter and finally vanishes, but instantly reappears upon an 
adjoining portion. 

Other comb.ustible gases, such as carboniGl oxide, or marsh 
gas, or olefiant, or coal gas, do not yield this effect, nor does 
any lamp flame, luminous or otherwise; nor is it obtained in 
the oxidizing flame of an ordinary blowpipe; but it is im
}lerfect;ly produced in the redUCing flame when coal gas is 

uSfld; it is not seen when oxygen is driven through coal gas, 
unless the latter be in exces,; and it is poorer and vanishes 
more quickly with the oxyhydrogen Harne than with hydro 
gen alone. This blue luminosity is therefore, not a question 
of heat, but some 9roperty depending either on (a) the chern· 
ical nature of hydrogen, or on (b) the physical effect of its ra
diation. At first I thought it was the lattar, and that it was 
a new form of fluorescence, so closely did it resemble those 
phenomena. But after a weeks' incessant experimenting, 
the true cause was hunted down and found to be dependent 
on the former effect (a), and in every case ultimately due to 
the presonce of sulphur. A chemically clean body, or a 
freshly broken surface, did not show the blue coloration; but 
after exposure for a short time to the air of London, I;he sub
htance invariably yielded the blueness; this, however, was 
not the case when the clean surface was covered by a shade, 
or exposed to the air of the open country. The combustion 
of coal gas and coal fires yields sulphate of ammonia, a body 
often deposited in acicular crystals in the glass tube in a 
laboratory. Sulphate of ammonia is decomposed by a hydro
gen flame, and when that salt is bronght into contact with 
burning hydrogen, it permanently yields the blue colores
cence. Hence this body is the main source of the blueness 
seen whenever a hydrogen flame comes into contact with 
glass tubes or a dirty surface. 'rhe effect must repeatedly 
have been seen hy every one who has experimented on fling
ing fiames. 

When the 1,lueneSR, as is so often tlHl case, is seen tinging 
the flame itself, without eontact with allY body, the sulphur 
is derived either from thp, vUICalli7.8li tubing, the dust of 
which is taken 11;:> by the pasHing gas, or, if tlw hydrogen be 
burnt from the bottlt) generating it, the lllueness is dlIe to 
the decomposition of the snlphuric acid spray, as will bA 
shown further on. 

As achemical re.agent for detecting sulphur, the delicacy 
of a hydrogen flame is extraordinary. This fact was esti
mated as follows: Pure precipitated silica yields no blue
ness with the flame; 500 grains of silica were intimately 
mingled with one grain of milk: of sulphur. Less than 
one hundredth of a gmin of this mixture was thrown on the 
surface of pure water or placed upon chemically clean plati
num f')iL The water is best. but in either case the blue color 
(absent before) now shot forth on bringing the hydrogen 
flame down. Tried again and again with fresh portions, the 
effect was very evident, but quickly vanished. '1'he sulphur 
in a similar portion of the mixture could not be detected 
chemically by nitro prusside of sodium. The wonderful sen· 
sitiveness of the flame may be still better seen in another 
way. Immediately after washing, the finger3 show no color 
when brought for a moment into the flame, but if a white 
india rubber tube be touched ever so lightly, the fingers not 
only show a vivid blueness, but for some time any clean ob
ject touched by them, such as platinum foil, shows traces of 
sulphur by the appearance of the blue coloration with the 
flame. A.block of melting ice continually weeps itself free 
from dust, and thus presents an excellent surface upon 
which to try the foregoing experiment. Or a plate of plati
num, after he'lting to redness, may be written over with a 
stick of sulphur. If kept covered, the invisible letters may 
long after be traced out by sweeping the hydrogen flame over 
the surface of the platinum. 

Examined through a prism, the blueness derived fr(lm any 
source shows blue and green bands, similar to the spectrum 
of �ulphur, but I have noticed aleo a red band. This mode 
of obtaining a sulphur spectrum suggests further inquiry 
White marble smeared over with a bit of sulphur, or witb 
vulcanized rubber tubing, is a convenient source for obtain
ing th" effect at pleasure. 

Some sulphates and sulphides show the blueness with the 
flame, and are evidently composed by the hydrogen. Thus 
sulphate of soda gives no blue appearance, 'rhUe sulphate of 
ammonia, or alum, does. 

Various liquids were tried in contact with the flame. Sul
phuric acid was very notable. Here a magnificent blue 
effect was observed. For persistence and brilliancy of the 
of the color, this experiment leaves nothing to be desired; 
the spectru m is very fine. If the liquid is in a glass dish 
when the flame is brought vertically down, the blueness 

'lights up the glass in a lovely manner. 
6. But the presence of sulphur is by no means the only 

body that a hydrogen flame reveals. The least trace of phos
phorus is detected by the production of a vivid green light. 
It is striking to notice the wonderfltl sub division of matter 
in these expel'iments, and how ML immeasurable tmce of au 
element can evoke pronounced lind disproportionate efiects. 

Might not this ready detection of minute quantities of snl
phur and phosphorus be of use in the manufacture of iron? 
And might not hydrogen introduced into thtl molten metal be 
employed for the removal of these great enemies of the iron 
wOlker? I speak ignorantly. 

7. Among the range of substances I have tried, tin was 
was found to yield the most conspicuous effect, after the 
bodies named. A nile scarlet color is almost instantly pro
duced VI hen the hydrogen liame is brought into contact with 
tin or any alloy of tin. Tin is somewhat volatile, and its 
spectrum is rich in red rays. The tin must be clean; or the 
sulphur blue, which is much brighter, will mask the effect. 
A charming experiment may be made by partially scraping 
a soiled surface of tin; the bl ue and the scarlet colors mingle 
and a lovely purple is the re,ult. When a trace of phos
phorus is present, there may be obtained a green belt encir
cling a rich blue, then a purple zone, and finally a glow
ing scarlet at the root of the flame. 'These colors, it must be 
remembered, are not imparted to the flame, but reside on the 
surface of the body which the flame touches. And where 
the combustion of the hydrogen is complete, as in the upper 
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part of the flame, or in the luminous stream refen€l,l to (3), 
these effects are not produced: they are best developed at, 
the root of the flame. 

8. Passing from li'luids and solids, I next tried gases in 
contaet with the flame of hydrogen. Many gases imparted 3, 

color to the flame, but, here the effdct was different to that 
previously noticed. Tae whole flame was tinged with the 
color imparted to it. A mere trace of hydrochloric acid gas 

imparts a reddish brown to the flame; ammonia gas gives a 
yellow, and burns freely. It is striking to note the combus
tion of ammonia gas rising from an unstopped bottle that 
contains the usual solution and which is placed below thtl 
flame. 

But ca,rhol1ic acid gas yields the most striking result in 
contact with the flame. A pale lilac tinge is instantly pro
duced by a stream of this gas. This, I imagine, is due to the 
decomposition of the carbonic acid by the hy(hogen, and the 
protluction and combustion of carbonic oxide. For it IS at 
the lower part of the flame that the effect is most markod. 
One per cent of pure carbonic acid, admitted to a jar of air, 
can be detected on holding the jar over the flame. The 
breath, of course, shows the effect most strikingly. 

9. Here then is an eminently pl'ilctical method of noting" 
the presence of vitiated air in rooms or public buildings. A 
continuous hydrogen apparatus might be employed with a 
wash bulb attached. '1'he [lame might be burnt from a bmsB 
burner 0]' lava jet, pla(l'.d within a l,laekp,ned tin cylill�lilr. 
Opposite the Harne a hole might l,e pierce,i ill the cylinder 
and closed by a lens for better viewing the fIa,me wh.hiu .. 
As soon as the atmosphere in 11 TO'lm becomes unplel1cll111tly 
vitiated, the flame would indicate the faet by its eh,tngt'ct 
color. A similar apparatus might likewiHe b'l mn!)!oyecl Loy 

lui·ners, in lnotal mintS as a warning ag-ainRt hnplltH nil', anrl 
ill C0111 mines as a detector of fire damp. In this httor C.t:4f) 

the ends of the cylinder could be covered with wire g,tll7.e. 
--•. -

Irrlg-ation Canal of the Rhone. 

The proper irrigation of the four departments of Fnmco, 
the Drame, Garde, Herault, and Vaucluse, has been for many 
years under consideration, and at last the Minister of Pu hUe 
Works has granted a credit of small amount for the necessary 
preliminary steps to be taken to carry out the plans of M. 
Aris'ide Dumont, Engineer in Ohief of Ponts et Ch.au,s8ee8, 
who proposes to cut a canal for irrigation from the Rhone, 

at Oondrieu, to Mornas. 
The length of the canal from its source to MornaR will he 

about one hundred and twelve miles; all the towns by which 
it passes can be supplied with water, and it is antieipated 

that many new factories will spring up in conseqnence. 
From a reservoir at Mornas, the canal passes to the right 
bank of the Rhone by means of a siphon aqueduct. Af:er 
passing Uyes through a tunnel more than three miles long, 

it reaches Montpellier at the hie:ht of 180 feet above the level 
of the sea, irrigating the whole of the environs of this town 
by means of numerous channels which will distribute the 
water over the vast plains, which suffer terribly and frequent� 
ly from drought, that lie between Montpellier and the Eea. 

The amount of water to be taken from the Hholle at it� 
l'lwest level is set down at 33 tuns per second, but during 
about half the year the volume will be increased to 40 or 45 
tuns. 

The distribution is calculated in the following proportions: 
20 tuns for agricultural irrigation, 10 for irrigation in the 
vicinity of towns, and 3 tuus for evaporation and loss. 

The great importance of this canal consists in the fact that, 
while in the summer all the other rivers in the South or 
France are nearly dry, the Rhone, being fed by the BIlOW and 
glaciers of the Alps, pours a grand stream into the sea, which 
would make the fortune of agriculture. At extreme low 
water. this noble river pa9ses Lyons at the rate of 235 tuns 
per second, Tournon at the rate of 310 tuns, Valence at 
410, Avignon at 450, and Beaucuire at the rate of 5ilO 
tuns per �econd. At average states of the rlver, the flow at 
the spot where the canal is to commence is eq IllII to more 
than 600 tuns per second; there is little fear then of ex

hausting sKch a supply as this, and it is asserted that the 
abstractk'n of the volume of water above named will have 
no effect, even upon the shallowest parts. 

The estimated cost of this important work is equal to ten 
millions of dollars for the formation of the c[mul and itK 
distributing conduits, and the time reqnired for its exeGnLlon 

is three years. 
The great hight of the source of this proposed callal 

will allow the irrigation to be Garried to poor dry 111mlil 
on the slopes of the hills, and thus greatly in(lreaHe their 
value and the author of the plan sets down the i ncreaRu! 
value of such lands at about sixty dollars. 

Grand as this Bcheme is, there is nothing extraordinary or 

even novel in it; the canal of the Muzza takes 77 tuns of 
water per �econd from the Adda, and the grand ranal of the 
Techino, 48 tuns per second from that river. 

The great quantity of water proposed to be takon from the 
Rhone will require the canal to be very little luger than. 
an ordinary one for navigaticll1. 

.---........... � . .... 

RESTORING WASTE HUBBER.-Among the recent patent 
extensions is that of Baschnagel's patent of 1858, for restor
ing waste vulcanized rubher. The invention consists in suh. 
jecting the old rubber to a heat of from 150° to 6000 F, either 
with or without immersion in water or other cooling ligUld. 
This process so restores the qualities of the gum that it can 
be used again in the manufacture of rubber go,Jds. 

_ ...... -

THE density of the four satellites of Jupiter has been a<l .. 

certained to be nearly fifty per cent greater than that of the 
planet itself. 
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